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Introduction
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• Slope stability analysis constitutes an important geotechnical 
problem.

• The limit equilibrium methods (LEMs) have been widely used 
and developed for estimate the minimum Factor of safety (Fs) 
associated with critical failure surface (CFS) in engineering 
practice.

• The traditional search optimization methods, like grid search 
method, variation method, simplex method, conjugate-
gradient method, random search method and Monte Carlo 
method.

• Many optimization algorithms have been adopted and 
developed to solve this problem, but none of them can 
combine all the advantages of these algorithms.
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• Radial Movement Optimization algorithm (RMO) is a newly proposed algorithm with the 
advantages in simple progress.

• Improved Radial Movement Optimization algorithm (IRMO) has showed great 
effectiveness and accuracy.

• The instability of most natural slopes is closely related to the influence of groundwater.

• The simplification or simulation of seepage field is generally the essential step before 
computation due to the complexity of seepage mechanism and difficult actual-seepage 
field drawing. 
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Slope stability analysis
considering seepage
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• Streamlines and equipotential lines intersect perpendicularly to each 
other to form a flow net in slope. 

• The lines are commonly simplified in a reasonable form for infiltration 
force analysis.

• Simplied phreatic surfaces could be fitted by multi-segments associated 
with divided strips to simulate actual phreatic surfaces.
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• First the slide body is divided into strips.

• Analyzing the reaction force of the infiltration force.

• Static equilibrium
In horizontal direction

In vertical direction 

Coefficient calculation equation.

: the pore water pressure at the side of strip

: the heights of the phreatic surface at the side of strip

: the pore water pressure at strip base 

: the average height of phreatic surface

: the phreatic surface inclination

: the base inclination

: the reacting force of infiltration force

: the water weight

: the base length of strip
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: The J’i in x direction

: The J’i in y direction

: the reacting force of infiltration force

: the phreatic surface inclination

: the base inclination
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Calculate the moment at the bottom centre of strip Oi, and obtain the following from moment balance

As the width of strip is small enough, it could be considered that Hi = Hi-1 = hwi

: the location of infiltration force 
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Ei, Ei-1 : The normal forces at the side of strip

Ti, Ti-1 : The shear forces at the side of strip

Wi1 : The portion weight of strip above phreatic surface 

W’i2 : The float weight of strip below phreatic surface 

Ni : The contact pressure at strip base 
Si : The shear force at strip base 

φi : The internal friction angle
ci : The cohesion 

: the phreatic surface inclination

: the base inclination
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There is no external force acting on the assumed slide body, all of the increments of 
normal forces could be offset to zero.
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Fs = Factor of safety Wi1 : The portion weight of strip above phreatic surface 

W’i2 : The float weight of strip below phreatic surface 

Ni : The contact pressure at strip base 
Si : The shear force at strip base 

φi : The internal friction angle
ci : The cohesion 

: the phreatic surface inclination

: the base inclination



Improved Radial
Movement Optimization

（IRMO）
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In this study, C1 and C2 are set 0.4 and 0.5 respectively in advance.

Centrek : The central position 

Gbest : Global optimal position 

Non-circular critical failure surface in IRMO 

d : The position of the upper entry point

α1: The inclination angle between the first segment base and vertical direction, 



Results and 
Discussion
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The homogeneous slope model for case study 1. Locations of critical failure surface obtained by various methods for case study 1. 

The minimum Fs calculated by IRMO is 1.0073, which is much 
lower (average in -20.6 % lower) than other results. 
IRMO has better global searching performance. 

Fs = Factor of safety
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The inhomogeneous slope model for case study 2. Locations of critical failure surface obtained by various methods for case study 2. 

The minimum Fs calculated by IRMO is 1.353, which is much 
lower (average in -6.6 % lower) than other results. 
IRMO has better global searching performance. 

Results and Discussion
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The inhomogeneous slope model for case study 3. Locations of critical failure surface obtained by various methods for case study 3. 

The minimum Fs calculated by IRMO is 1.216, which is much 
lower (average in -9.7 % lower) than other results. 
IRMO has better global searching performance. 

Results and Discussion
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The inhomogeneous slope model for case study 4. 
Locations of critical failure surface obtained by various methods for case study 4. 

The minimum Fs calculated by IRMO is 1.052, which is much 
lower (average in -3.6 % lower) than other results. 
IRMO has better global searching performance. 

Results and Discussion
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The IRMO algorithm is always the one 
with the fastest convergence speed 
and minimum Fs.

Results and Discussion



Conclusion
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• The IRMO shows great applicability and accuracy in implementation for both 
homogeneous and inhomogeneous slopes by Rigorous Janbu method, which is usually 
considered difficult to convergence.

• The Rigorous Janbu method of this study could effectively locate the CFS with lower 
minimum Fs.

• With the advantages of fast convergence, taking up little storage, high stability and 
simple implementation, the IRMO has appreciable potential to be coupled with FEM 
methods or embedded in advanced reinforcement learning algorithms for more 
complex nonlinear stability analysis in the future.



Thanks for listening
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